
 
 

 

INDEPENDENT STUDY:  Module 3, Class 35 
  

Please note: The pictures and comments in the transcript and recording below have been gathered over many 

years and where possible, I attribute them to their original source.  If anyone connected with these photographs 

or comments would like them removed, please notify me and I will be happy to comply. 

  

The recording for Class 35 is almost 40 minutes long. 

  

 

Class 35:  Shell #s 1,2,3,11,12,13,14 

 

Here we are 35 weeks into this course, and it is time to begin at the beginning!  

 

Please look at shell #1.  

 

 
 

The meaning is not based on the name, but are you surprised to learn this shell is called an Angel Wing? In fact, 

so is shell #2. The first Angel Wing is from Florida and I dubbed it Angel Wing (atlantic).  The second is from 

Thailand and is therefore Angel Wing (pacific). By the way, the scientific name should be Barnea dilatata.   

 

 

 



Angel wings are Bivalves and belong to the Piddock Clam family. Despite their delicate appearance, these 

animals are capable of boring through mud, clay, and rock. Their goal is to excavate a hole that fits their 

dimensions so they can become entombed for protection. It takes a long time to complete this project, rocking 

back and forth scraping away at the terrain to produce their home. As mentioned, they can drill through rock if 

need be.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

For this reason, the meaning connected to the first Angel Wing (atlantic) is 

“Determination.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Once buried, they have access to food and water, and live out the rest of 

their days shielded by their tomb. Since they have no room to maneuver, 

the second Angel Wing (pacific) reflects the meaning “Feeling 

trapped; options seem unclear.” 

 

 

Now I would like to share some energy information with you. Over the 

years, I have noticed that the pacific Angel Wing can be used to identify 

clients who have difficulty breathing, either due to asthma, bronchitis, 

smoker’s cough, or panic attacks. If we recall that physical symptoms 

often stem from unaddressed emotions, these clients are feeling trapped 

like they can’t breathe at an emotional level.  They may not be aware of 

this feeling, but the physical conditions duplicate this inability to breathe 

bringing this to a conscious level of awareness. More than once, just 

holding this shell card has produced results in easing the client’s ability to 

inhale.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take a look at the enlarged shell in this picture. For some, this Clam 

resembles lungs. In energy work, it is letting the client know that 

there is another option that has been overlooked. Although someone 

may feel like her back is against the wall, there is a way out. This 

subliminal message eases the client’s ability to breathe. 

 

https://www.mitchellspublications.com/guides/shells/articles/0018/ 

info on angel wing Atlantic (If unable to access, scroll to last page of 

this transcript.) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pholadidae  More about several species 

of angel wings 

 

http://www.femorale.com.br/shellphotos/detail.asp?species=Barnea+

dilatata+(Souleyet%2C+1843)  If you click through the thumbnail 

photos, you will see another view of angel wing pacific.  Notice the 

large gap between the two halves of the bivalve shells. These shells 

do not cover the animal completely.  

  

 

http://www.wallawalla.edu/academics/departments/biology/rosario/inverts/Mollusca/Bivalvia/Myoida/Pholadid

ae/Penitella_penita.html  In a site no longer available, it explains that the animal uses “plax” additions to fill in 

the gaps between the two shells. 

  

  

 

http://www.mitchellspublications.com/guides/shells/articles/0018/%20%20%20i
http://www.mitchellspublications.com/guides/shells/articles/0018/%20%20%20i
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pholadidae
http://www.femorale.com.br/shellphotos/detail.asp?species=Barnea+dilatata+(Souleyet%2C+1843)
http://www.femorale.com.br/shellphotos/detail.asp?species=Barnea+dilatata+(Souleyet%2C+1843)
http://www.wallawalla.edu/academics/departments/biology/rosario/inverts/Mollusca/Bivalvia/Myoida/Pholadidae/Penitella_penita.html
http://www.wallawalla.edu/academics/departments/biology/rosario/inverts/Mollusca/Bivalvia/Myoida/Pholadidae/Penitella_penita.html


Let’s look at a client who selected the following shells.  She liked #2 Angle Wing pacific “Feeling trapped” and 

disliked #32 “Issues that stem from childhood, subconscious childhood beliefs impacting life choices.” 

 

 
 

Based on this reaction to the shells, do you think she is open to listening to her inner child? 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

No.  

So, her inner child is holding feelings she won’t hear. This still impacts her life. 

With these two shells, what feeling do you think the inner child can’t communicate to this client? 

  

  

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 Her inner child is feeling trapped and can’t breathe, but the client won’t listen.  

  

Since the client won’t listen to the inner child, using what we just learned about this Angel Wing, and its energy 

connection to the physical body, what physical means could her inner child use to get her attention?   

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

Create conditions causing a physical inability to breathe…. asthma, bronchitis, panic attacks. 

  

When I saw these shells in a reading, I asked the client if she ever had difficulty breathing. She told me that she 

has battled with bronchitis and has had several panic attacks. Since I thought this might be her inner child’s 

frustration at trying to communicate these trapped feelings, I asked her to hold shell card #32 and see what 

shells got her attention. Her selection revealed a hidden fear that allowed her inner child to finally speak about 

its concerns with behaviors that it considered a threat to its survival. This conversation was the start of a 

partnership where both the client and her inner child can become allies as they go forward in life. The client 

knows that the next time she can’t breathe, it is time to check in with her inner child. 

 

Whenever someone dislikes shell #32, the inner child is frustrated because its fear or pain is not being 

acknowledged. If the client likes the inner child shell, it means that the client is willing to listen, and the inner 

child does not have to take drastic measures to be heard. It can whisper, or hit you over the head with a 2X4, but 

it will work to get a person’s attention.   



Do you remember the artist from Class 33 who was painting such disturbing work the public could not look at 

it?  Now you have seen another inner child using the alternative of communicating its feelings by creating this 

inability to breathe. The other shells will give clues to the inner child’s agenda, but the reaction to shell #32 will 

tell you how hard the inner child has to work to be heard. 

 

 

 

 Card #3 is a picture of Coral.  Calcium crystals are the building blocks for 

both shells and coral. Somewhere along the line, I read that live coral 

compete with mollusks for the dissolved calcium in their immediate 

surroundings. Scientists believe that, to aid in this competition, coral 

release a substance that is repugnant to mollusks. Although many species 

of mollusks find shelter in coral graveyards, few coexist with living coral 

colonies. Due to this competition with coral, the meaning associated with 

coral is “Competition.” 

 

In my research, I was not able to find evidence of this competition 

between coral and mollusks, however I did find an article from Scientific 

American that leaves no doubt as to the competitive nature of coral. It 

states that “Corals growing close together compete for space, and some 

species are able to extrude mesenterial filaments from the gut to kill the 

polyps of adjacent colonies.” 

 

Therefore, even though I can’t find evidence of competition with 

mollusks, the meaning for coral as “competition” still stands.   

 

Here is the link to the Scientific American site that I used for the quote above. I have also copied one section to 

share with you: 

 

http://www.globalcoral.org/_oldgcra/corals_and_coral_reefs.htm This is a very long article from Scientific 

American, but the part I wanted to point out is from the Reef Ecology section and is underlined below: 

 

 

The intense competition for food and space in the reef habitat has given rise to a wide variety of survival 

strategies. For example, Jeremy Jackson and his students at Johns Hopkins University have shown that many 

encrusting organisms possess specific toxins for defensive or offensive purposes. Corals growing close together 

compete for space, and some species are able to extrude mesenterial filaments from the gut to kill the polyps of 

adjacent colonies. Judith Lang, working at Discovery Bay, has shown that among coral species there is a 

hierarchy of aggression such that slow-growing but aggressive corals can avoid being overgrown by faster-

growing but less aggressive ones. This process may lead to an increased diversity of species. In some instances, 

however, the result is precisely the opposite: James Porter has found that in the reefs on the Pacific coast of 

Panama the overwhelmingly dominant coral, Pocillopora damicornis, is both the fastest-growing and the most 

aggressive. 

  

 

 

 

 

http://www.globalcoral.org/_oldgcra/corals_and_coral_reefs.htm 


 Now I can introduce you to #11, the Florida Fighting Conch.  

 

Although the word “fighting” is in their name, they are not 

aggressive. However, if you try to pick one up, they will fight 

back pushing you away, wielding their sickle-shaped 

operculum.  A human is hundreds of times their size, but this 

does not deter these tiny swordsmen from fighting back. The 

meaning associated with this shell is “Standing one’s ground; 

self-defense.”  

 

I will never forget one particular vacation with my parents in 

Florida. I left their beach towel, and walked down to the ocean 

where I discovered several Fighting Conchs at the shoreline. 

To my dismay, they were all on their backs. (See Ventral 

View below.) I was horrified to see this. As I mentioned, 

everything I learned about mollusks came from books, and in 

my mind, they were not supposed to take things lying down. Once I got over the shock of this sight, I felt the 

need to rally them. I told them not to give up and pleaded with them to turn themselves over.  One conch started 

to push his body out of his shell (probably wondering who was making such a racket?) which altered his center 

of gravity. This allowed his shell to start rolling over and I applauded shouting “You can do it!” Once this 

conch was righted, I realized he was telling me to relax, they could all turn over any time they wanted to. 

Meanwhile, I was not aware that I was making such a spectacle of myself until my mother hollered down to me, 

“Shelley, who are you talking to?”  To her eyes, I looked like I was alone. With no other person in the vicinity, I 

had to admit I was talking to the Fighting Conchs. 

 

The first time I taught this class, I happened to have a 

doctor’s appointment just two days before I presented 

this information to the students. My doctor once shared 

that he had an unfinished manuscript and always wanted 

to write a book, so he generally began my examination 

asking how my book was doing. That week, he surprised 

me. It seemed he just returned from a trip to Sanibel 

Island, and after this visit, he told me how he understood 

why I would be so captivated by the shells. He had his 

own experience with a fighting conch. He picked up a 

fighting conch shell and was amazed to find himself 

confronted by a tiny fighting conch trying to push him 

away, and it would not give up. My doctor was 

concerned that he would continue pushing to the point of 

exhaustion and marveled that the difference in size 

between the snail’s body and his did not serve to deter 

the conch. In fact, my doctor admitted that he was amazed an animal lived in the shell; he never realized that is 

how shells were able to grow. I smiled and told him that the meaning for the Fighting Conch in Ocean Oracle is 

connected to his experience….it is about standing one’s ground. 

 

I was so glad he told me about his experience, and what perfect timing for this class. That is so much better than 

what I encountered with all of them on their backs. Now that is the behavior I expected from a Fighting Conch. 

 



 The next Conch is #12, the Lister’s Conch.  I once read 

that these conchs are among the few animals that can 

survive the terrible monsoons near Thailand. While many 

other forms of sea life perish, the conchs are able to ride 

out these violent seasonal storms. For this reason, the 

meaning of Lister’s Conch is “Going with the flow.” 

 

http://www.jaxshells.org/strombus.htm several views of 

the shell and story about the effect of supply and demand 

(Copied below.) 

 

“This species was once considered the rarest of the 

strombs. It was originally known from a single specimen 

brought back to England from the Indian Ocean as early 

as 1620. It was not until 1869 that a second specimen 

was obtained from Ceylon. Subsequently, during the 

1880’s, four additional specimens turned up from Burma. 

Almost 80 years later in 1963, the shells habitat was 

discovered, and additional specimens were collected.  By 

the late 1960’s, enterprising fisherman in Thailand and 

Burma had trawled up over 500 specimens.  Despite this 

sudden availability, collectors were still paying as much 

as $1,000 a specimen.  Today a decent specimen may be had for as little as $7.00.” 

 

 

 

 Shell #13 is the Scorpion Conch. Here it is in this picture... We have 

not looked at your reactions for a while, so what do you think about this 

shell? Like it/dislike it/ indifferent? 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jaxshells.org/strombus.htm


The finger-like projections from the outside lip of its aperture are aptly 

named “digits.” With Scorpion Conchs, these digits don’t form until 

the animal has reached maturity. Until then, the lip remains smooth.  

 

 

 

Here is a picture of a relative 

of the Scorpion Conch. In this 

young stage of the Spider 

Conch shell, note the lack of 

digits.  

 

 

As this says, adults have large 

projections on the outer lip. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Because of this connection to maturity, the meaning of this shell is “Maturity; acting older than one’s years; 

responsibility.”   

 

I have to tell you that in all the years I have been doing shell readings, every client who is attracted to this shell 

has had to shoulder responsibility at an early age and may not have even had a childhood. This is the child who 

had to care for all the siblings, or earn a living to contribute to the household, and who grows up becoming the 

designated driver among his/her peers, or doing whatever it takes to bring home a salary.  

 

What if this shell is disliked?  

 

If disliked, your Ocean Oracle book says this indicates a reluctance to grow up, or some other issue with 

responsibility. I would like to amend this statement. Based upon experience, I have found that the majority of 

clients who dislike this shell do have “an issue with responsibility”, but it is rarely a reluctance to grow up. It is 

much more common to find these clients are tired of being the responsible one, (think designated driver, or 

bread winner) and would like the opportunity to party with everyone else, or pursue their passion rather than 

just bring home the paycheck to make ends meet. 

 

 

 

 



 That brings us to shell #14, the Terebellum Conch. The meaning is 

“Vigilance; keeping a wary eye out for danger.”  

 

This meaning is based upon the behavior and anatomy of the mollusk. The 

animal travels underground, but an anatomical adaptation allows its eye to 

perceive danger on the surface. The eye is at the tip of a long stalk encased 

in a firm tube. Thus protected, the eye is able to penetrate the sandy surface 

above.  This periscope arrangement allows the terebellum conch to literally 

keep an eye out for danger as it rapidly travels beneath the ocean floor. 

 

 

When we first began this class, I mentioned that I considered part of my 

responsibility as your teacher was to share my own spiritual growth with 

you. With that in mind, I will admit that in preparing for this class, I had a 

very disconcerting experience. Do you all recall the situation with the tusk 

mollusk that was described as having no heart until recently when scientists 

discovered a rudimentary heart? 

 

  

Ever since the tusk was discovered to have a heart, I feel it is important to double check everything I teach you 

to be sure it is accurate. Look at every shell in this lesson. The scientific name was wrong for the Angel wing 

pacific. Then, I found a different form of evidence for the coral as competition. Then the fighting conchs were 

on their backs. And a moment ago, I had to disagree with Ocean Oracle regarding the interpretation of disliking 

the Scorpion Conch. That is, I had to disagree with myself.  It felt like a conspiracy of errors. This could not 

come at a worse time. You see, when I first wrote this class, I was still apprentice teaching at another on-line 

university, and contemplating teaching this course from my own website. There was safety in my apprentice 

teaching because if I made a mistake, I could consider it part of my training. However, the new students would 

be paying for this course, and I wanted the information they received to be an equal exchange in value. That 

increased the pressure to be sure everything is accurate, and that required even more vigilance to stay up to date. 

Now that you know my state of mind, let me tell you what happened with the Terebellum Conch as part of this 

conspiracy. 

  

In my desire to confirm this “periscope” information, I first looked in my reference book where I was sure I 

read about this many decades ago. I turned to the index to look up the page for Terebellum Conch, but there was 

no listing for Terebellum Conch in the index. Not only could I not confirm the animal’s periscope, I could not 

even find the shell. Thinking I must have read this periscope information somewhere else, and with far too 

many shell book candidates on my bookshelves, I opted to check on the Internet instead. I hoped I might find 

photos of the animal’s periscope to share with you.  I googled under Terebellum Conch, and Terebellum snail, 

and a few other possibilities, but I had no luck. All I could find was a picture of the shell, but no mention about 

the animal. 

  

Running out of options, I tried “terebellum periscope conch”. I finally got a result, but it was a shock. The first 

link that popped up talking about the periscope arrangement was a quote from Ocean Oracle. I wanted to 

validate this information, and they were sending me to me. YIKES. How ironic that this would involve the shell 

about vigilance, because I felt like I was in danger of spreading information I could not confirm. This was 

getting surreal. It became a mission that I had to find someone to validate this behavior in the terebellum conch. 

Fortunately, I found my old handwritten notes when I first gathered material for Ocean Oracle. By some 

miracle, I had indicated the page where I read this in a reference book…and it was the same reference book I 



looked at that did not list this shell in the index. When I turned to the page indicated in my notes, there it was, 

just as I remembered. This author took great pains to create a very inclusive index listing any shell that receives 

the slightest mention. The fact that the terebellum conch was somehow overlooked is an innocent mistake, but it 

made me think the shell did not appear in that book at all.  Thank goodness my notes were thorough enough to 

help me compensate for this oversight, because I was beginning to think I was in some alternate Universe.   

 

I went from thinking the terebellum conch using this periscope was common knowledge, to thinking I made the 

whole thing up. It is amazing how quickly I moved from “knowing” something forever to completely doubting 

it because I could not find confirmation. It became symbolic of everything I was teaching. As you can see, when 

I was so close to launching my own shell divination course on-line, this could not have happened at a more 

vulnerable time.  I want to share this with you because I was not aware that I felt this vulnerable at all. It took 

this hunt for the information on this particular shell to bring that to my attention.  This is how the shells work. I 

thought I was simply teaching about the next shells in this category, but the timing of this combination of shells 

was no accident. Once this feeling regarding vigilance was at a conscious level of awareness, I went from 

experiencing the danger of spreading false information, to trusting the knowing.  

 

You might say I had to learn to be determined (Angel Wing atlantic) to stand my ground (Fighting Conch) to 

get myself out of the trap (Angel Wing pacific) about worrying about the danger (Terebellum Conch) of 

inaccuracy. I was in competition (Coral) with myself to create the best course I could offer.  The shells in this 

class had given me a reading I was not seeking. Then I realized that the shells would not have taken me this far 

to abandon me now. As soon as I relaxed, and became confident that this periscope adaptation was true, I found 

the old notes that led to the confirmation. 

  

Just as I breathed a sigh of relief, (yes, I even had that energy from the Angel Wing pacific) and after finding 

the confirmation in that reference book, I tried one more Internet search. Would you believe that I found a photo 

of the terebellum conch with its periscope eye stalk?  I am thrilled to be able to share this with you.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.underwaterkwaj.com/shell/stromb/terebellum.htm   And here are some additional views of the 

terebellum conch at home in its shell. 

 

http://www.underwaterkwaj.com/shell/stromb/terebellum.htm


As an extra precaution just in case this site is no longer available in the future, here are a few more pictures. 

 

 
 

Above, you can see the mollusk in its 

shell, with its periscope eye fully 

retracted.  To the left, you can see the 

full view of the picture that is the 

source of the enlarged photo on the 

previous page.  

 

 

 

 

http://bobabela.com/GuamMollusks/Seraphidae/7235487_F68E8#485209470_iDpgd 

On this site, no longer available, Bob Abela referenced Peter Jung and R. Tucker Abbott from the book Indo-

Pacific Mollusca: 

As the animal moves itself forward through the sand, the leading eyestalk will remain stationary above the 

surface while the rear eyestalk retracts. The probiscus will poke a new hole through which the retracted 

eyestalk reappears as the lead. This "leap frog" stealth movement through the medium will continue as long as 

it senses no danger. If disturbed, the animal completely conceals itself in the sand. 

 

And here is a description I found that mentions the periscope, and even uses the word “wary.”  Thank goodness 

I copied this information because, once again, I was no longer able to find this on the internet. 

 

 

These are observations from Bob Abela in Conch-L Archives 

Date:         Tue, 29 Apr 2003 18:01:57 +1000 

Reply-To:     Conchologists of America List <CONCH-L@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 

Sender:       Conchologists of America List <CONCH-L@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 

From:         Bob Abela <babela@GUAMCELL.NET> 

Subject:      Observations of a live Terebellum terebellum 

http://bobabela.com/GuamMollusks/Seraphidae/7235487_F68E8#485209470_iDpgd


 I've recently placed two specimens of Terebellum terebellum in one of my small aquariums. I have observed 

first hand the forward motion accounted by Peter Jung and R. Tucker Abbott in "The Genus Terebellum 

(Gastropoda: Strombidae)", Indo-Pacific Mollusca, vol 1, no. 7, May 15, 1967. It is interesting to observe how 

the probiscus pokes a hole at the surface of the sand, withdraws, and then an eyestalk emerges in its place. The 

probiscus is fairly typical of strombids, but it is bizarre to watch as it probes over the sand while all else that 

is exposed is just one or two eyestalks, extended like little periscopes. If you didn't know what you were looking 

at from above, especially while diving, you'd likely never notice the eyes and the probiscus would resemble a 

weird green worm. 

 It's a wary creature too. The slightest hint of danger, and it quickly withdraws into the sand. If startled, it may 

kick and propel itself backwards a few inches. As many of you may know from collecting experiences, they can 

be something of an escape artist. They are powerful and quick swimmers, generally going short distances, and 

then swiftly diving back into the sand and out of sight! 

 I am in the process of photographing these guys. If I get satisfactory results, I will be sure to post them on my 

website but, honestly, such observations to record without the aid of video. That's about it...just wanted to share 

in my fascination. 

  

Cheers, 

Bob Abela 

Tamuning, Guam 

  

 

 

 

 

A few years ago, at this point in the course, I received a letter from Sandy, who was one of my Level II 

graduates and I asked her permission to share that letter with future Ocean Speake students.  I was grateful 

when she told me she would be honored and that she was aware that “Personal stories always make the 

meanings easier to remember, at least they have for me.”  I think you will see why I wanted you to hear about 

her adventure. 

Hi, Shell! 

 

Something SO exciting happened to me this weekend, and I just had to tell you! 

 

(My husband) and I had flown to the southeast coast of North Carolina for a job interview. We went to look at 

some beach houses on Caswell Beach just in case (he) decided to take the job. The beach houses have private 

access to the beach, and I told (my husband) I wanted to walk along the water to look for shells. He thought I 

was crazy because it was cold and windy, but knew better than to try to talk me out of it. The temperature was 

only about 50 degrees, but I was out there without a coat and barefoot so I could use my shoes to carry shells. I 

really wanted to find some pieces of Angel Wing shell, but didn't even know if I was in the right place to do it.  I 

walked along the beach for a couple of hours looking among the mostly broken shells (lots of ark shells and lots 

of jellyfish). I found a few little pieces, and knew it was probably the best I'd do; everything I read said no one 

ever finds whole, unbroken Angel Wing shells because of their preferred depth in the sand and the fragility of 

their shells. I'd been sick a few days before with severe food poisoning and knew I shouldn't be pushing it, but I 

just HAD to keep looking for some larger pieces of Angel Wing. After finding a few nice size pieces I gave in 

and retreated to the warm, dry car, excited about my new-found treasures. 

 



The next day I convinced (my husband) to go back to the beach so I could look some more. That day it was even 

colder and windier and was raining, but I told him I just wanted to look a little more for my Angel Wing shell 

pieces. I was soaked and shivering but was determined to keep looking, hoping I'd find a piece that was a few 

inches long and could show some of the shell's characteristic shape and texture. 

  

Let’s pause here a minute…Do you remember what the meaning is for the Atlantic Angel Wing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It means determination. 🙂 

  



Sandy continues to say…. (My husband) couldn't take the cold and the rain anymore, and told me he'd drive 

down to the other end of the beach (about a quarter of a mile) and wait for me. I walked slowly, not wanting to 

miss seeing a single shell. My skin was bright red from being so cold and wet, but I just couldn't give up my 

search. And then ... 

 

... just as I got to the end of the beach, I spotted a perfect, unbroken 5-inch-long Angel Wing shell! I was so 

excited I almost cried! It was worth every minute of being cold, wet, and risking relapse. I'd forgotten what the 

Atlantic Angel Wing meant ... I just knew I had to have one even if it meant spending the rest of the weekend 

sick. I returned to the hotel room and looked in my Ocean Oracle book -- when I saw that the shell meant 

"Determination", I realized the shells had taught me just how strong and how rewarding determination can be. 

The shells taught me a lesson on the beach that I'll never forget! (And I'll NEVER forget what Atlantic Angel 

Wing means!) 

 

Thank you again for introducing me to the shells and teaching me how to listen to them ... although I've 

graduated, I can see that they still have many lessons to teach me! 

 

Love & Light, 

Sandy 

  

After I received this letter, and requested permission to share her experience with my students, Sandy wrote 

more… 

  

Hi Shell, 

I would be HONORED to have you use my story in class! Personal stories always make the meanings easier to 

remember, at least they have for me. You're right - NC is where the Wright brothers first flew, making a "wing" 

very fitting. 

One part of the story that I hadn't shared with you is that I asked my dad, who crossed over 14 years ago, to be 

with me and help me find my special shell. When I was leaving the beach the first day, not feeling well, I found a 

piece of Angel Wing every few steps as I was leaving the beach. I felt that was him "luring" me off the beach 

because he could see I couldn't take much more. 

I was talking to him the second day also ... and finding a perfect, unbroken Angel Wing felt like the surprise at 

the end of my treasure hunt that he would have given me when I was a little girl. There were very few unbroken 

shells on that beach ... Even the Ark shells, which were much thicker, were broken. That one perfect Angel Wing 

shell was such a clear sign that I was not alone on that beach! 

  

Now you see the additional significance that she was looking for an Angel Wing… her father was her guardian 

angel ☺ 

 

Also, I have another gift for you. I have upgraded the chart of the shells we have covered in this course. You 

will find Ocean Speake Shell Chart Part 5 on the next page. You have now met 150 shells! 

 

 

In the next phase of Module 3, we will switch gears again and begin an in-depth exploration of shells as energy 

tools.  Oh, if any of you have Abalone shells, please have them with you as you review the next class. 
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Class 3          7     Class 8          37     

Class 2          8           

Class 2          9         Class 30        59 

Class 17       10 Class 9         20 Class 8       30 Class 13        40   Class 25        60 

 

  Class 14      71 Class 18      81 Class 20       91 

Class 6         62 Class 2        72 Class 18      82   

Class 2         63 Class 20      73 Class 18      83 Class 12       93 

Class 8         64 Class 26     74 Class 18      84 Class 24       94 

Class 13       65 Class 3        75 Class 10      85   

Class 19      66 Class 5       76   Class 14       96 

Class 19      67 Class 5       77 Class 10      87   

    Class 8        88 Class 20       98 

Class 6        69 Class 14     79 Class 12      89 Class 20       99 

Class 20     70 Class 5       80   Class 6         100 

 

Class 14     101 Class 31    111 Class 31     121 Class 10      131 Class 32     141 Class 33      151 

  Class 31    112 Class 31     122 Class 32      132 Class 32     142 Class 33      152 

Class 9       103 Class 31    113 Class 31     123 Class 32      133 Class 3       143 Class 34      153 

Class 20     104 Class 31    114 Class 31     124 Class 30      134 Class 32     144 Class 34      154 

Class 14     105 Class 3      115 Class 31     125 Class 32      135 Class 33     145 Class 28      155 

  Class 31    116 Class 31     126 Class 32      136 Class 33     146 Class 34      156 

Class 31     107 Class 3      117 Class 31     127 Class 32      137 Class 33     147 Class 34      157 

Class 31     108 Class 28    118 Class 31     128 Class 32      138 Class 30     148 Class 34      158 

Class 31     109 Class 4      119 Class 32     129 Class 32      139 Class 33     149 Class 34      159 

Class 31     110 Class 31    120 Class 32     130 Class 32      140 Class 22     150 Class 30      160 

 

Class 17     161 Class 17    171     

Class 34     162   Class30     182   

Class 34     163 Class 30    173   Class 29      193 

Class 34     164 Class 28    174   Class 17      194 

Class 34     165 Class 33    175     

Class 34     166 Class 19    176   Class 29      196 

Class 21     167   Class 27    187   

Class 13     168 Class 26    178     

    Class 29    189   

Class 29     170   Class 27    190   

 



https://www.mitchellspublications.com/guides/shells/articles/0018/   Some students have had difficulty 

accessing this link. Here is the text about the Angel Wing shell along with a picture of my shell. 

Angel Wing: 

Look for the “Spoon” 

By Patricia B. Mitchell. 

The lovely white Angel Wing is a type of Piddock shell. Despite the delicate beauty of this thin, brittle shell, the 

clam is able to bore into wood, clay, and even shale and gneiss rocks. This boring or abrasion is accomplished 

by the anterior end of the shell which is rocked back and forth by the suctionlike foot. Jets of water from the 

mantle cavity flush particles from the hole being bored. 

The elongated shell may reach a length of an impressive seven inches. Angel Wings are usually white, though 

occasionally a pink-tinged one is found. The pinkness is likely the result of the clam's having been exposed to 

Red Tide algae. 

The surface of this bivalve shell has approximately 26 radiating ribs; the ribs near the front end of the shell (the 

boring end) are taller and have sharper fluted scales than those which cover the rest of the ribs. Growth lines 

(slight furrows) run horizontally over the surface of the shell. The two valves of the clam gape, touching only at 

a point near the top of the shells. The Angel Wing has a shelly brace (a spoon-shaped projection) under the the 

pointy “nose” (beak) of the shell. This brace is called the apophysis, and is the location at which the mollusk's 

foot muscles are attached. Near the beak, and to the anterior of the beak, a part of the shell curves back up over 

the exterior surface. 

Cyrtopleura costata has long, fused siphons which protrude from its burrow. The siphons circulate water and 

suspended ocean matter down to the creature's 

gills. The clam cannot retract the siphons into its 

shell, and the two valves of the shell cannot 

completely close. The muscles holding the valves 

together are weak, so it is rare to find a dead Angel 

Wing clam with both halves still connected. Some 

shell hunters dig for the living clam, which dwells 

in stiff material to help hold itself together. When 

fresh, the mollusk is covered with a thin grayish 

periostracum. 

In the West Indies the clam is a staple food item. It 

may be found from there to Brazil, and from Cape 

Cod to the Gulf of Mexico, although it is 

uncommon north of Virginia. It lives in shallow 

water, sometimes as much as three feet deep in the 

mud. 

 

On the left, is a picture of my Angel Wing 

showing the apophysis inside the shell: 

https://www.mitchellspublications.com/guides/shells/articles/0018/
https://www.foodhistory.com/aboutauthor.htm

